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Operation Manual
l)lnstall the battery correctly, turn on the power
knob, make sure the light on.
i)Before listening, make the volume to medium
to protect your ears from unpleasant voice.
i)Put the earphones on, apply the gel and

slowly move Angeltalk until you hear your baby's
heartbeat.
iYou can adjust the volume knob to catch the
optimum signal.
a Fetal heart sounds is different from yours, fetal
heart rate is1 20-1 6obpm,itsounds like drumming.
Please pay your patienee to listen, you will get it.
f lt's possible to hear sounds from 16 weeks
into pregnancy.
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Notes:
Angeltalk prenatal heart listener brjngs you a

clear sounds of your baby's heartbeat , but in
orderto protect your ears from unpleasant voice,
we suggest you power on the device first before
listening and make the volume in middle place.

Your baby and your body will make different
sounds, at the time to listen, you can adjust the
volume for the best effect.

You will be suggested to pay some patience
to find the best position of fetal heartbeat.

Heartbeat sounds level has relations with
fetal heart position.Sometimes, you may not
hear because of the baby's movement.

ln order to obtain a good sound effect, you're

suggested to use Gel.
lf not Gel, you also can put food oil or water.
Angeltalk probe should be touched your skin.

Mobile phone, radio signals, etc will effect the
Angeltalk use. Please keep them away you.

We suggest you not to detect fetal heartbeat
more than 3 times a day, each time less than 3

minutes.



How to rccord the sounds
Recording to your PC:
1) Plug the recording cable into your PC and
your Angeltalk Device
2) Select: Programs
3) Select : Accessories
4) Select : Entertainment
5) Select : Sound Recorder, and press Record
Besides, you also can use other recording
software to do it and make different style and
format.
The best period of time to hear Fetal Heart Rate
movement are:
1. Within 30 minutes after the pregnant woman
gets up in the moming.
2. Within 60 minutes after the pregnant woman
has lunch.
3. 30 minutes before pregnant woman goes to
bed at night.

Trouble Shooting
lf Angeltalk do not work, please check follows:
'1. Volume knob whether or not put the lowest

volume.
2. Bad or inadequate battery power
3. Earphone cable whether or not good contact
with the Angeltalks Earphone jack.
4. Whether or not put the Gel
5. lf you see the light on but the angeltalk was
not working, thats lower battery caused please
change a new battery.
Notes: it's a normalelectricity sounds when you
tum on the Angeltalk, not a bad or headphone's
problems.

Disclaimer
Angeltalk is a non diagnostic device and does
not replace the role of the doctor. You ought to
consult the domtor about any pregnancy
question. However, we still try our best to offer
you the fetal heart rate for your reference. Do
not as according as clinic diagnose but
reference only during gestation.At the same
time please operation it as instruction manual.
Our industry and dealer will carefree if any of
inadequately use.


